Absfract-This article presents a novel gaze control strategy for obstacle avoidance in the context of vision guided humanoid walking. The generic strategy is based on the maximization of the predicted visual information. For infomationluncertainfy managemenf a new hybrid formulation of an Extended Kalman Filler is employed. The performance resulting from this view direction control scheme shows the dependence of the intelligent gazing behavior on the preplanned local path.
I. INTRODUCTION
The achievement of the high level of coordination required between vision and locomotion has become a major topic in current research into humanoid robotics. Most of the groups working in this field, seem to have accepted several antrophomorphic characteristics. These include biped structures and the presence of some kind of active perception system, for example based on stereo vision [I], [Z] . Starting with these premises and with the goal of increasing the degree of independence, or rather autonomy, of the robot, some intelligent means of controlling perception become necessary in order to guarantee that the humanoid is provided with the highest possible amount of task-dependent relevant information.
This article is organized as follows: In Section I1 the problem of gaze control in vision guided walking is defined, and the requirements on the gaze controller are stated. Section I11 gives an overview of the information management mechanism used. This represents the starting point for the predictive view direction control scheme presented in Section IV. Section V demonstrates with simulations the applicability of this approach. The article presents in Section VI an outlook on possible improvements that can he obtained by the proposed strategy.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
For a vision guided walking machine to execute a given locomotion task, the guidance system must provide appropriate step sequences which should allow the robot to navigate and reach the goal position taking into account the environmental situation. In case of a vision guided humanoid, the information about the environment is provided by an active vision system. The acquisition and management of this information can be accomplished by a gaze control scheme selecting the orientation of the sensor, such that the relevant objects of the scene are kept within the sensor's limited field of view. This is also denoted as the "where to look next?"task.
.In our research we consider an information management scheme, which registrates and administers the uncertainties associated with the different processes involved in the perception based locomotion [3] , [4] . This description of the accumulated information together with the uncertainties in the measurements can provide a basis for the task-oriented gathering of the relevant information. Since uncertainty must he redefined in the context of biped walking, we will refer to it with the notion Incertitude U. We define Incertitude as a measure of the uncertainty related to the total amount of reliable knowledge required for the successful fulfillment of a given task. This can he interpreted as a task-dependent mapping of the various uncertainties. We define the Information Content of a view situation as a measure of the degree to which perception under these terms is capable of reducing Incertitude.
COUPLED HYBRID EKF FOR INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT In [3] we presented an information management scheme for active gaze control in the context of vision guided humanoid walking. The proposed biologically inspired first approach to gaze control was developed for obstacle avoidance tasks and is based on the maximization of shortrange predicted visual information. The quantification of the information required a stochastic model of both the robot motion and the perception system. In this work, a visual perception model for a stereo-camera pair was considered. Its capability of measuring 'distances is used, and both the reconstruction formulation and the error representation have been discussed in detail in [4] . Sc and the current foot frame SpR,', cf. Fig. I . This frame changes at the beginning of each step, e.g. S; ' to S z in Fig. 2 , and remains attached to the currently standing foot for the step duration. This reflects the discrete character of the biped locomotion and leads to a modeling of the walking process taking into account the dead-reckoning step errors, see Fig. 2 . Both, the relative position of the next foot and its orientation are considered uncertain with errors Ax,, Ay., and A6,.
The informatioduncerrainry management, i.e. relationship between system state estimation and the active measurements, employed a coupled (considering crosscovariances) hybrid (reflecting the discontinuous character of biped walking) Extended (copes with nonlinear systems) Kalman Filter. With the process modeling for walking explained earlier, the state transition function where "iw1 is a binary variable representing the current control vector: 7~1 = 0 indicates no change in the coordinate frame, whereas ~k +~ = 1 means an instantaneous change in the coordinate frame. Consequently, the function f, is defined as the transformation of the stare vector x when the standing foot changes. 00 the other hand, an appropriate measurement equation must be chosen based both on the stereo-vision system properties and the object features detected by it, refer to [4] for details.
IV. GAZE CONTROL STRATEGY FOR
OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE Walking in an environment with obstacles requires a reliable, predictive classification and pose estimation of all obstacles in the walking trail. As discussed in Section 11, an active vision system needs a view direction control scheme to determine where to direct the sensor so that the relevant objects in the scene are within its field of view. A simple reactive controller neglecting the delay due to non-zero image acquisition and processing times seems therefore inappropriate for an active vision application, which requires not only a reactive component but also a purposive task-dependent active behavior. Prediction proves to he an appropriate method to improve performance of such a system.
A. Predictive Gaze Control Strategy
With the concepts of Information Content and Incertitude defined earlier, we present a predictive pathdependent gaze control strategy for an active vision system based on th6 maximization of the predicted visual information. The approach is as follows: Using the accumulated available information about the scene (for example a 3D-map, i.e. position F X~ of object i relative to the current foot frame S i and its covariance matrix C i j ) , the current observer location 0x0 -which forms together with F x i the state vector x, present motion parameters, and the current task (which determines the relationship vi = f ( x , C i j , t a s k ) ) , the gaze controller predicts the (quasi-)optimal l o s e of the visual sensor for a future view situation R, (predicted variables are denoted by -and optimal ones by index *). The optimal pose, i.e. position and orientation, but commonly and without loss of generality only orientation (view direction), is found by selectis the state of maximum predicted Information Content, IC,,,, among a set of predicted states. This can be expressed by: n, subject to nmin 5 6 5 nmaz and
where Eq. (3) are upper and lower bounds for the active vision system parameters and Eq. (4) guarantees a steady gaze behavior without abrupt view direction changes. The laner would disturb the perception process. Eq. (4) takes into consideration the observer's system dynamics and limits the performance (e.g. speed) of saccades.
E. Incertilude Definition: Path-dependence
Next, a formulation of Incertitude related exclusively to an obstacle avoidance task is presented, see Section n. It is obvious that the existence of obstacles to be avoided depends on which path the biped robot is to follow.
This fact must be taken into consideration by the gaze controller. Therefore, a definition of Incertitude related to an obstacle avoidance must include the planned local path -assumed to be given -in order to optimize the resulting gaze behavior. The main task considered here is collision avoidance with obstacles present in the environment. This implies that the relevance of an obstacle for the gaze control depends, in this case, on the risk of collision that this object may represent during robot locomotion.
In the following some concepts related to this aspect are discussed in more detail.
Critical Pointsfor Collision
One of the main objectives of safe locomotion is avoiding collisions. Given a path through a scenario with different objects, there exist several points on this path in which the danger of colliding with some obstacle is greater than in others. These points are named critical points for collision and are defined here as the points on the path where the distance di between the standing foot SF and the Obj i has a local minimum -taking into account the discrete character of the walking process. These points and their critical distances -when the robot passes by for the j-th time at the instant c i j , cf. Fig. 3 -can be characterized by the position FX? of the object i relative to the foot frame S F and its covariance matrix Cty.
The existence and location of these critical points must be estimated in time, i.e. before the humanoid anives there, in order to adapt its behavior for coping with them. 
Gaze Control Specific Task Definition
Given such a situation described by a pre-planned local path, several critical points for collision, the present knowledge about the environment and the characteristics of the walking machine, the task of the gaze control can be defined. The goal consists in minimizing the risk of collision, i.e. the obstacle avoidance Incertitudes uij in order to gather enough information either for passing safely by the object or planning alternative paths around it. This definition holds also in the case of complicated paths, since multiple critical points may appear for each object.
C. Prediction Algorithm and Gaze Optimization
The objective is then, as explained in_Section IV-A, to define the optimal camera orientation ft+ = {pan, tilt} that maximizes the predicted acquired ZC in the next measurement process in s + l for the obstacle avoidance task. This can be expressed as a maximum reduction of the predicted Incertitudes, i.e. is to behave in such a way that the uncertainty in the objects position at the key instants of time -critical points ~ is minimized, thus doing at each point in time the best that the accumulated information allows. Future measurements are obviously not taken into account owing to the enormous increase in the alternatives this would imply.
D. Practical Considerations
Next, we shall consider some factors involved in the way the information gathering effects the gaze behavior resulting from the strategy presented. The specific influence of each of these factors cannot be treated independently, but as an interaction among them. This can be resumed in the influence of four parameters which determine how the ZC varies related to the measurement process.
The first factor is the amount of uncertainty introduced to the state estimation in the walking process until the robot reaches the critical point. This depends on how important the dead-reckoning errors are, cf. Fig. 2 . In the case where this uncertainty is considered constantwhich implies a uniformity in the stepping process -it can be expressed as the number of steps (c, ~~ s) left until arriving at object i. If a normal step length is assumed for the prediction process, then this measure represents the current relative distance between object and robot. A large distance implies that the information from measuring this object now will be deteriorated to a greater extent till this critical point is actually reached.
Another factor is the predicted critical distance to the object when passing it by di. It is determined by the preplanned local path to be followed. Large distances mean low Probabiliry of Collision, see Fig. 3 . The precision in the measurement process [4] , and the number of measurements per step are also factors influencing the information gathering strategy. The higher the precision or the greater number of measurements, the higher the gathered amount of information and, therefore, the possible reduction in the uncertainties. The information accumulation increases with high quality perception, meaning that the interest of the object in the next step will be lower.
The last factor is the present amount of information accumulated about object position, represented in Cg.
A large present uncertainty implies a high reduction if a measurement takes place, i.e. perception under these conditions is worthy. On the one hand, obviously, the larger is the present uncertainty, the larger the present Incertitude uiyl'. On the other hand, after a precise measurement at s + 1, the Incertitude fiT1" will be similar regardless of past information. Thus, the difference (~. *~~' -f i~~~*~)
1J
will be greater if the present uncertainty is also high.
V. IMPLEMENTATION AND SIMULATION
To test the validity of the proposed approach, simulation experiments were carried out in which a given local path with stochastic deviations in dead-reckoning, was generated for the robot by driving its motion model with Gaussian noises: This simulates a polygonal path composed of straight line segments and the robot's noisy motion over it. The goal of the gaze control is to gather as much path-dependent information about the objects' position as possible. The effects of this goal-oriented perception and the functioning of the information management scheme are described next. 
A. Simulation Layout
The robot is commanded to perform position-based navigation along a given path (Planned path from Start region to Goal region, see Fig. 5 ) as described above, specified by a sequence of step parameters. The robot is driven in a U-shaped scenario. The desired local path has an approximately open rectangular form with side-lengths 6 x 3 m in the vicinity of an irregular distribution of feature points -representing obstacles -of which it is able to make simulated noisy stereo visual measurements. Some of these obstacles, see Obj 3, are deliberately located on the given planned local path and should be avoided ~ for more details on this topic see [5] .
In this simulation, we assome a rather simple walking motion resulting in a continuous constant head movement in a finite 3D-space with objects (Obj 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , and 5, marked by squares), cf. Fig. 5 . The robot starts walking straight ahead in 2-direction with constant velocity, and performs steps translating its foot frame SF^,,, according to [xs f ys 0IT where "+" is used to change from the right to the left foot, and "-" viceversa. Assumed values are xs = 0.3m and vs = 0.2m. The parameter 0s describing discrete changes in orientation is varied after some steps in order to follow the planned local path. However, robot locomotion causes errors performing steps in both, next foot position and orientation, cf. After a sequence of measurements (14 in this case, marked with crosses), a step is performed, i.e. the foot frame S.P~,~ changes to the other foot. Assuming the measuring process takes place in camera frame-rate, this corresponds with a walking velocity of 0.6m/s, acceptable for current bipeds. For this measurement process a Gaussian nonhomogeneous (foveated) pixel noise with a standard deviation depending on the projecting point has been assumed [6]. The active perception system has only two rotational degrees of freedom: pan and tilt, i.e. 0 = ( p a n , tilt}. The gaze control system makes a prediction once per step and selects then the new view direction. Fig. 6 by means of the 90% confidence ellipsoids (their ground intersection). The latter are calculated 14 times per step taking into account the different measurements; they are depicted with crosses. Note the clearly larger first ellipsoids -hard to see in the figures -they are consequence of the errors in the step parameters defined above.
B. Simulation Results
This simulation also demonstrates how the objects are focused with respect to the presence of critical points for collision. For example for Obj 1, among others, steps #7 and #13 are critical and Step#lO for Obj 2. Fig. 5 shows that immediately before reaching these critical points, these objects become more relevant: in further steps, this behavior can he also observed. At the last critical point of the scenario, at Step#44, no more obstacles are task-relevant, thus the view direction remains in its home position. From this point on, the functioning of the information management scheme can be observed. No extra information is gathered by the perception system anymore and therefore the quality of estimation of the robots position, through objects' perception, is getting worse. At
Step #25 another feature of the gaze controller can he observed. Here the view direction remains in the home position since the physical constraints of the active vision system cannot be violated, as stated in Eq. (3). It is worth noting that the same obstacle can get a very high relevance in two or more different situations, i.e. the robot does not "forget" an obstacle, in case it can become dangerous later on or can still contribute useful information if observed from another perspective. Fixation on only one feature implies that robot angular deviations are hardly estimated and consequently, a correction of the other obstacles position estimations can not be performed.
From a practical point of view some of the procedures described here might not be totally appropriate for implementation on a real robot. Although the optimal behavior would he achieved applying the method presented in a generic formulation, i.e. with an unlimited number of critical points and a large planning horizon, very similar behavior has been achieved by limiting these parameters, with a ten-steps planning horizon in the presented simulation. With a limited planning horizon, the behavior obtained is fairly equivalent to the one presented without limitation in the prediction and the computation time decreases orderly.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this article we have presented an approach to gaze control integrating active information gathering and local path following requirements for obstacle avoidance. This novel, biologically inspired predictive gaze control strategy for active vision systems rests on two new concepts: Information Content and Incertitude. A redefinition of the Incerritude in the context of vision guided humanoid obstacle avoidance during walking allows the inclusion of the planned local path-dependence. The general strategy is based on the maximization of the predicted visual information. For the informatioduncerrainty management a coupled hybrid Extended Kalman Filter is employed. The performance resulting from this view direction control scheme shows the dependence of the intelligent gazing behavior on the planned local path.
In order to fulfill the requirements of autonomous locomotion, these proposed conceptions for obstacle avoidance must be combined with other strategies related to concurrent navigational task, e.g. self-localization or exploration. Some work in this direction will be presented elsewhere.
